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THE AP~~NISTEArION OF DETERRENCE: , t 
E DEE AUCBA 'IIC STB DeTURE AN D tI AGGEESSI VEil P.OLICING L. . 

The crim~ problem is often defined as one that is p~oper-

17 addressed by lay enforcement agencies. While lie may be-

lieve (correctly or not) that the Uroot causes" of crime lie 

in more fundamental social ills, we look to the local police 

to treat the sy~ptom of these maladies. This is not to deny 

that a cure is fossible, althcugh there are those who doubt 

that it is; but insofar as the cure is forthcoming only, if 

at all, in the long run, we are compelled to seek short run 

relief. 

While there is no consensus concerning whether and how 

the police can affect the rate of crime, recent research 

suggests that crime can be deterred by an "aggressive" pa-

trol strategy. James Q .. Wilson and Barbara Eoland, the 

principal academic proponents of aggr~ssive patrel, describe 

aggressiveness in terms of the frequency vith which patrol 

officers intervene, on their own initiative, in the day-to-

day affairs of the ccmmunity, primarily by stopping to gues-

tion susFicious persons and to investigate suspicious cir-

cumstances .. 1 Their research is purported to show that such 

aggressiveness deters crime (cf., Jacob and Rich, 1980), and 

other studies have testified to the deterrent effect at con-

ducting field interrogations, or ~suspect stops" {Boydstun, 

1 Like Wilson and Boland, ~e do not mean to imply that "ag7 
grassi ve" pat,rolmen are U hostile or harsh" (1978: 370). 



1975; Hhitaker, ~1 Al., 1983). 

This tody of literature represents a departure from pre~ 

vious res~arch, insofar as it directs attention to the tech

nology of folicing {i.e., how patrol officers b€havej rather 

than to the level of police resources (police expenditures 

or, what amounts to the same thing, police personnel). This 

line of inquiry also poses what is perhaps a greater chal-

lenge for police administrators, since public agencies are 

better atle to manipulate resources than they are to manipu

late tehavior» How patrolmen can be induced to adopt an ag

gressive fatrol style, by conductin~ field interrogations, 

for example, is a question for which extant research otfers 

no definitive answer, and the one to which our analysis is 

addressed. Our findings should be of interest to organiza-

tion theorists concerned with the relationship between 

structure and performance, and to police administrators in

terested in adopting an approach to crime reduction that is, 

according to its advocates, costless. 

We emFirically assess the effect of organizational ar

rangements and folicies on two distinct forms of aggressive 

patrol: the enforcement of traffic laws and the interroga-

tion of suspicious persons. Field interrogation~, or sus-

pect stoFs, are the core ot an aggressive patrol strategy 

but, because of the cost ot gathering observational data, 

they have' not heretofore been the subject of rigorous quan

titative analysis as organizational outputs. We do not sup

pose that tr~ffic "stops deter' 'crime, but 'pre'(Jous research 

\. 
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(Wilscn and Eoland, 1978) assumed that they are indicative 

of a troader set of aggressive behaviors, inclUding suspect 

stops. Althouyh our research indicates that these behaviors 

are not of a single piece, our examinaticn of traffic en

forcement serves as a point of de~arture trom earlier analy-

sis. 

]~~~~£~!~£ ~!f~£ture sD£ i2l1£g ]~~~§~i~~g§§ 

Wilson and Boland maintain that an aggressive strategy is 

a deliberate choice made by police executives. They argue 

that "to achieve an aggressive patrol strategy a folice exe

cutive will recruit certain kinds of officers, train them in 

certain ways, and devise re~uirements and reward systems ••• 

to encouIage them to follow the intended strategy" 

{1978:371}. On the basis of ~ilson!s earlier research, no-

tably l~~j~~i§~ Q! ~Qli£g ~ha!lQ~, they further maintain 

that aggressiveness is but one element of a "legalistic" 

style of policing. A legalistic style entails an enforce-

ment-oriented approach to the problems with which ~olice 

deal: Eclice action is commonly of a tormal nature; arrests 

are more frequently made and traffic citations more fre

guently issued. According to Wilson, a legalistic style has 

roots in the Folitical culture of a community. Cities with 

a "public-regardin~" cu ture are more • 1 l ~.kely to employ pol-

ice executives \dth a commitment to the doct.cines of police 

professionalism, a code that accords the highest priority to 

the crime centrol function (Brown, 198 1} .. A professional 

- 3 ~ 
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l chief manifulates features of the, organization in such a way 

that presumably induces officers to be legalistic: he 

strengtbens formal authority by requiring written records of 

officers~ activities; he creates specialized units (eg., 

traffic, juvenile, planning) tbat offer attractive working 

conditions to patrolmen as well as increased promotional op~ 

portunites; and he places a premium on technical efficiency, 

i.e., officers' "vigor in imposing rules and efficiency in 

completing reForts about incidents" (Wilson, 1968:184), and 

makes prcmotions contingent on performance defined accord-

ingly. 

A legalistic department, then, is bureaucratic. The con-

verse is net true, however; a bureaucratic department is not 

necessarily legalistic. "Service" departments, as Wilsen 

calls them, aLe also bureaucratic but, because of their sen-

sitivity to the demands of the body politic, , they adopt 

"many practices that ••• institutionalize the service rather 

than the legalistic style" (Wilson, 1968:202). Unlike ser-

vice departments, legalistic departments are largely immune 

to conmunity pressures; a laissez-faire posture vis-a-vis 

public agencies is an integral part of a public-regarding 

culture. folice chiets are given sufficient latitude to put 

their conception of the police role into practicGa 

Wilsen and Boland's statement must be regarded a~ conjec-

tural in view of the structural impediments to managerial 

control in pelice agencies. Effective control rests on the 
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viability of an enforcement segu-ence (Prottas, 

1978:294-306) : the organization must (1) unambiguously de-

fine Frofer behavior, (2) compare actual behavior with pre

scribed bebavior, and (3) structure an incentive system that 

encourages compliance (or discourages deviance). 

This seguence is fragile indeed in police departments. 

Police administrators are rarely able to explicitly describe 

what efficers should do; usually, policy statements define 

what an officer should 8m: do. Proactive behaviors" includ-

ing traffic sto~s and field interrogations, are subject to 

k:.s1,!gj:,ivell tight organizational control, but not al.l such 

actions are eyually amenable to clear and precise guide-

lines. Violatiens of the motor vehicle code can be clearly 

identified, but the conditions under which a person or cir-

cumstance should be considered suspicious are more ambigu-

ous. One list includes as potential subjects of field in-

terrogatiens people who ~re "visibly 'rattled' when near the 

policeman ff and "unescorted women or young girls in public 

places" {guoted in Skolnick, 1975:46). The rate at which 

field interrogations are conducted may be less manipulable, 

for this reasen, than is the rate at Which traffic citations 

are issued. 

The enforcement sequence may be interrupted elsewhere as 

well. statistical controls, according to Michael Brown 

(1981), E,Xert 0 nly mild pressure on patrolme.n: "Low prod uc-

tion may lead to som-e negative comments, but for an experi-

- 5 -
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enced patrolman whose longevity is assured by his civil ser-

vice sta t us t his 'is rat.her meaningless" (1981: 124) • iilson 

cOnCUrE! "In a legalistic department r there is likely to be 

a siza.ble n umbe.r of patrolmen wi til comf-arati vely Ii t·tle 

zeal--typically elder officers, or officers 11eft over' from 

a previous administration, ox officers of any age who do not 

regar6 the benefits (in terms of promotions 6 official recog-

nition, er good duty assignments) of zealousness as worth 

the costs in etfort and possibly adverse citizen relations" 

(1968: 173; see also Friedrich, 1977). The efficacy of the 

formal incentive system may be further undermined by the oc-

cupatienal culture. "The police culture demands of a pa-

trolman unstinting loyalty to his fellow officers, and he 

receives, in return, protection and honor: a place to as-

suage real and imagined wrongs inflicted by a (presumably) 

hostile fublic; saiety from aggressive administrators and 

sU.pervisors; and the emotional support required to perform a 

difficult task" {Brown, 1981 :83) ~ organizational incentives 

compete with those of the police culture. And the norms of 

the police culture--loyalty and individualism--mean that so 

long as be fulfills his obligations to the work group, an 

offiCer is granted wide latitude to do his job as he sees 

fit. 

These cbservations draw attention to the signiticance of 

individual officers' characteristics, not only as objects of 

academic interest but, practically, as tactors that delimit 
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the influence of formal administrative structure. A num.ber 

of studies reveal, if not a causal relationship~ then at 

least an asscciation between individual characteristics and 

aggressive patrol. Friedrich (1977) # tor example, found 

that less experienced officers initiate more citizen con-

tacts (net to be confused with suspect stops) and engage in 

more active preventive patrol than do their more experienced 

colleaguEs~ He also found that aggressiveness was positive-

11 related to morale and to minority status. Education is 

positively ccrrelated with aggressiveness; McGreevy (1964) 

found that college-educated officers stopped more vehicles 

and checked more doors. Boydstun and Sherry's (1975) re-

suIts suggest that officers' familiarity with their assigned 

area is negatively related to aggressiveness; situaticns 

which might otterwise appear suspicious are "normal" to a 

patrolman whe has come to know the day-to-day patterns of 

his clientele. iiilliam K • .Muir's "(1977) and Brown's (1981) 

~nalyses testify to the explanatory power of officers' or-

ientatiens to their role; Muir's "entorcer" is far more 

likely tc 1:e aggressive than is an uavoidar." 

Many of ttese findings may be spurious, however: "pro-

fessienal" departments are thought to consist prefonderantly 

of patrolmen who are' young and well-educated; their person-

nel may well bale higher morale than officers in other de-

partmentf; and because professional practice dictates that 

officers rotate from beat to beat they may be relatively un-

- 7 -
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familiar with their assigned areas. It a legalistic depart-

ment is more aggressive, it could be attributable to its 

formal structure or to the composition of its personnel. 

Whether it is the former or the latter is not irrelevant, 

because recruitment Folicies are not a promising avenue of 

organizational change for most American cities. Wilson's 

admoniticn still rings true today: " •• ~police administra-

tors and mayors are going to have to work with tne human ma-

terial thel now have, or something very like it" (1968:281). 

The failure of previous research to separate the indivi-

dual and organizational sources of aggressiveness has guided 

the development of our research design. Our analysis pro-

ceeds in two steps. First, we estimate the varameters of a 
• 

regression model that expresses aggressiveness ~s a function 

of individual c.haracteristics, such as education., race, ex-

perience, ambition, etc. We give particular attention to 

the ccnditions under which some individual charact~ristics 

affect aggressiveness. The foregoing discussion suggests 

that several relationships are conditional: 

(1) Cfficers in legalistic departm~nts who are highly mo-

tivated or who aspire to higher ranks are more ag-

gressive than officers who do not: in other depart-

ments ambition is unrelated to aggressiveness 

(tecause aggressive patrol is not rewarded). 

(2) More experienced officers are less aggressive, be-

cause their tenure is secure and time has tempered 
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--------.......--------'-~~~~~-~~~.-.-~---

their zeal. Insofar as experience is a buffer 

against organizational sanction, the effect of exper

ience is expected to be greater in legalistic depart-

ments. 

Officers whose conception of the police role empha

sizes enforcement of the law are more aggressive than 

officers whose role orientation acknowledges the leg

itimacy of the service function, organizational con

tExt notwithstanding. The effect of role orientation 

should, however, be greater in politically sensitive 

departments, because aggressiveness is corresponding

ly more risky. 

We posit that the impact of other individual characteris-

tics is not influenced by organizational structure~ We hy-

pothesiz€ that officers uith high morale are, £§.:teris .l2~ri-

mere aggressive. And on the basis of previous 

research, we hypothesize that black ofticers are more ag-

gressive. we also control for the amoullt of discretionary 

or unc~mmitted time available to officers. At a minimum, 

patrolmen whose time is occupied with calls for servjce and 

administrative duties are ~uite Jbviously unlikely to initi-

ate muc.h activity. Richard Ericson suggests that aggres-

siveness is a «residual activity--what the ofticer does when 

he has ncthing else to occupy him" {198Z:84}. 

The regression model also \~ncludes s;p,=cific orQanization-

al policies, namely, the closeness of supervision in the 

9 



fi-eld, the defloyment of patrols in one- or two-officer 

units, and the scale of patrol. Close supervision should 

increase aggressiveness in legalistic departments; w~ would 

expect it to ba ve no bear,inl;) on either susf:Ject or traffic 

stops in ether departments. The relationship of one- and 

two-officEr units with forms of aggressiveness has been exa-

mined .befarej Boydstun, ~ sl~ (1977), tounu that patrolmen 

in twa-officer units are more likely to issue traffic cita-

tions, tut not to conduct field interrogations. The scale 

of patrol hYfot1etically affects the familiarity and identi-

ticatian cf a ~atrolman with his beat. ~he effect of scale 

is, g E£j££~, ambiguous: the smaller tbe scale, the more 

familiar an officer becomes with his beat and hence the less 

aggressive he is; but small scale also fosters a psychologi

cal attachment to the area, which increases aggressiveness. 

Mastrofski's (1981) ressarch sUFPorts the latter view. 

The second stag~ of our analysis begins with the results 

of the first., and consists of an analysis ot the regression 

r.esiduals~ We thereby €xamine another device by which pa-

trol efticers can be controlled: "instilling in them a 

shared outlock or ethos that provides tor them a common de

finition at the situations they are likely to encounter" 

('Wilsen, 1S6S:139). We compare the variance of the residu-

als both uithiu and across departments to assess the impact 

ot organizational context; other t~ings (namely, officers' 
/, 

characteristics) being egual, we would e.xpect legalistic de-

~artments to be more ag~ressive. 
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We test these hypotheses with data provided by the Police 

Services Study, part of ~hich consisted of intensive data 

collectien in twenty-four d€partments in three met~opo~itan 

areas: Eochester, New York; St~ Louis, Missouri; and Tampa-

st. Petersburg, Florida. The sample was designed to re±lect 

a rough cross-section of organizational arrangements and 

service cenditions for urban policing in the United states. 

The sample is therefore not representative ot the entire po-

pulation cf ~olice departments in this cQuntry. Three data 

sets tram the Police Services Study are used in our analy-

sis" !te first consists of information coded in 7200 hours 

cf observation by trained researchers of patrol ofticers 

during a sam FIe of shifts. The second is a set of responses 

to a guestionnaire administered to a samfle of ofticers (in

cluding all of the observed officers) in each department. 

The third dat~ set includes narrative accounts of in-depth 

intervie~s with police administrators. For each officer we 

assemble the intormation coded during the cne or more shifts 

during which he was observed. excluding the twenty-one of-

fic~rs who, for one reason or another, were observed tor 

less than four hours. Some data for an addit.onal torty-

five officers is missing; ou.r sampl·e includes 445 officers. 

We define as legalistic those de~artments whose chief 

subscribes to the canons of police professionalism~ Each 

chief (and in seme departments other top- and mid-level man-

- 11 -
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~gers a~ uell) was asked if he would "characterize the de-

partmentis emphasis as being one of promarily providing ser

vice to residents, as primarily trying to suppress crime, er 

as something in between." Interviewers als" inguired wheth

er there were "any specific department policies regarding 

patrol style or emphasis.~ No chief made explicit reference 

to anything that could be regarded as an aggressive patrol 

style; many chiefs were also unwilling to admit that they 

consider€d tlle service function to fall outside the rubric 

of police business. But several revealed a decided emphasis 

on crime central. One chi€f, tor eXamfole,. "stressea the im-

portance of patIol to the police function." be teld our in

terviewer that lithe department's first priority was the sup

pression and prevention of crime,. and its second priority 

was respcnding to calls for service~ (The chief] felt that 

tlle department receives many trivial. or 'bullshit' calls for 

service II • • [and it] does what it can to respond to all 

calls, but such calls as these take low priority." Seven 

departments, of whose patrolmen 13$ were observed, were 

classified as legalistic. 

By politically sensitive we refer to de,!;-artmellts that are 

subject tc clese oversight by local officials. such over-

sight is characterized by observation of the day-to-day ad

ministration of police affairs and,. when necessary, direct, 

authoritative intervention in police operations. Eleven of 

the departments in our sample have been so classified (Mas

trofski, 1982). 
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We examine two forms of aggressiveness: the rate at 

which patrolmen stop vehicles for traffic infractions, and 

the rate at which they stop suspicious persons and autos. 

Both measures are expressed as a rate per forty hours of ob-

servation. iraffic stops include encounters with operators 

whose vehicles are missing proper I' ~cense plates, registra-

tion, or insrect;on, or wh h . r:'" 0 ave comm~tted any violation of 

the truffic laws for which one ' may, rece~ve a ticket. Sus-

pect stops include officer-in~t~atea' .' 't • • act~v~ y relating to 

sus~icious persons, suspected vJ.'olators. ' , • or SUSp~C10US cir-

cumstancES {eg., a motor vehicle that "doesn't belong in the 

area" or a door that is unexplainably ajar). The typical 

officer makes about two suspect stops and five traffic stops 

during each forty-hour period (see Table 1). 

Wilscn and Boland's analysis is predicated an the assump

tion that the rate at h' h t I W 1C pa ro men issue traffic cita-

tions is indicative of a departm·ent.s t 1 s y e of policing. 

They thus imply that those d t t h epar men stat emphasize th~ 

enforcement of traffic la~s also adopt the other elements of 

an aggressive patrol style, and that those tha·t are rela-

tively lax in citing violations of the motor vehicle code 

are also relatively "passiveu ~n, t • say, s o~~ing suspicious 

persons. If legalistic modes of police behavior do indEed 

cohere, tten this assumption is a I€asonable one. But Wil-

san himselt notes that "the police adminstrator c's!D obtain 

almost an} level of tic.keting he wishes without necessarily 

- 13 -
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\ altering the way police conceive their tunctionU (1968:174; 

emphasis added). Herbert Jacob and Michael Rich {1980} pre-

sent evidence ttat is, if not convincing, at least consis-

tent with the view tha~ the number of moving violations is 

not a reliacle indicator of aggressivenesso Our measures 

are, in prinCipal if not empirically, superior to wilson and 

Boland ' s. That these behaviors are manifestations of an un-

de.rlyin 9 legalistic ethos is questionable; the correIa tien 

at the officer level is .18, and at the depar~ment level it 

is • :3 .. 

Informaticn on officers' characteristics was obtained 

from the fSS officer questionnaire. Patrolmen who indicated 

that they expected to hold a higher rank upon retirement 

were considered to be ambitious. Nearly eighty percent of 

the officers in our sample can be so classified. ie caution 

the reader that this measure may introduce something of a 

tautology: officers who are aggressive, for whatever rea-

son, may reascnably expect to adVance in an organization 

that Iewards such behavior; the causal direction, in this 

case, weuld ce reversed. Our operationalization may temper 

onels confidence in our findings. 

Officers' morale was measured on the basis of two items 

on the Questionnaire. Those who said that their uepartment 

was a Umuch tetter place to work" than other departments in 

the same metropclitan area, or who in the opinion of the in

terviewer bad high morale, were so defined for our analysis. 

Almost halt at our sample has high morale • 
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Education was defined in terms of a college degree. 
lie 

feel t.hat this indicator better reflects both the high level 

of motivation that compels an officer to seek an edUcation 

as well as the benefits of educational experiences than does 

the simple number of years of formal schooling. Approxi-

mately one-third of our sample holds a college degree. Ex

perience is tbe length of service beyond the fourth year on 

any pelice force. We assume that Experience has no eftect 

on aggressiveness until that time. 
Bace is a dummy varia-

bIe: clack or non-black. Twelve percent of our sample is 
blaCk. Ey role orientation we refer to the priority that 

officers attach to c~ime-fighting. Previous research based 

on these data (Worden and pol~itz, 1983) revealed a scale 

that plausibly distinguishes officers on such a basis~ and 

which we adopt tor this analysis. 

Discretionary time is expressed as a proportion of time 

observed. The typical patrolman was free--unoccupied with 

adminstrative tasks or calls for service--two-thirds of the 

time, or ~oughly tive and one-half hours during each eight-

hour shift .. Closeness of supervision is measured in terms 

of th€ freguency with which a departmentfs supervisors con-

tact (in ferson or by radio) patrolmen in tbe field. Our 

indicator is expressed as a rate per eight-hour shift. Our 

indicator of patrol scale was developed by stephen Mastrof-

ski (1981). The "primary aSsignment area," or PAA, is the 

populaticn of the tlgeograpldc area in which officers normal-

- 15 -
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ly assigned to that area spend most at their work time over 

the course of the year" (Mastrofski, 1981:347). Thus, it 

reflects not cnly the department's beat assignment policies 

but alsc the informal practices of dispatchers and of the 

officers themselves. 

Fi.!!di!!,g,§ 

Ta~le 2 ~e~orts OLS estimates of the parameters of the 

regressicn model. Three variables have a statistically sig

nificant and interpretable effect on both forms of aggres-

siveness. Ambi tion, in the context o·t an organization that 

rewards a legalistic style of policing, appears to lead of

ficers to conduct suspect stops mQr€ freguently and to make 

more traffic stops; upwardly mobile patrolmen in other de

partments are neither mo~e nor less prone to be aggressive. 

Experience, as hypothesized, depresses these proactive be-

haviors. Tte magnitude of the effect is not, however, 

gre~t€I in legalistic departments. Insofar as legalistic 

departments alone impose penalties for a failure to be suf-

ficiently proactive, we interpret this effect as one of wan-

ing enthusiasm rather than one of immunity to organizational 

sanction. Finally, the amount of discretionary time availa

ble to an officer has a large effect on aggressiveness; dur-

ing a tYFical week, an officer with an additional eight 

hours of unccmmitted time would make one more suspect stop 

2 We caution tbe reader that g at this prelimina~y st~ge of 
analysis, cur results are only suggestive. The.mayn~tudes 
of the coefficients should not (and cannot) be ~nterpreted 
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and almost two additional traffic stopS.2 

ThreE other individual characteristics have a significant 

effect on suspect stops but not on trattic stops. Officers 

with higb morale make suspect stops more freguently. Black 

officers also make more suspect stops; vigor in stopping 

suspicious persens (but not traffic Violators) may be one 

way te demcnstrate onels identification with fellow (white) 

Officers. Education has a peculiar eftect on the propensity 

to make suspect stops. Ofticers with a college education 

make suspect sto~s more freyuently, as one would expect, but 

only if they work in a nonlegalistic orgallizational context. 

College-educated patrolmen in legalistic departments are 

!§.§§ inclined to conduct suspect stops. If a college €duca

tioD is in fact indicative of a high level of motivation, 

then this result is anomolous indeed. 

The effects of specific organizational policies are not 

all in the expEcted direction. The deployment of patrols in 

tWO-Officer units appears to promote suspicion stops (but 

not traffic stoFS); officers ~ho enjoy the (actual or imagi

nary) security of a partner may be more inclined to investi-

gate suspicious Circumstances on their own intiative. Curi-

ously (at least on its face) , close supervision by 

departments wbose chief is committed to professional doct-

.-----------------

literally. For example, a white otficer with no college 
degree, less than tour years eXperience, etc., would ac
cording to. OUI best estimate, maKe a negati ve number of 
suspect stops {approximately -1.1} during a forty-hour 
work week in which twelve hours were uncommitted. 
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rille inhil::its aggressiveness. A sUbstantive interpretation 

of this result is that legalistic departments may send con

flicting signals to patrolmen by basing promotions (if only 

in part) on personnel complaints (see Brown, 1981). This 

coefficient could also be an artifact of an outlying depart

ment; it may vanish under further scrutiny. The size of the 

PAA has no effect on suspect stops, but a small effect on 

traffic enforcement. 

An analysis at the regression residuals shows that offi

cers in legalistic departments are not significantly more 

aggressive--they neither make more susFect stops nor do they 

make more traftic stops--than officers in other departments, 

once the effects of individual characteristics and formal 

structure are ~emoved. Thus, we can otter no empirical evi-
I 

dence to sup~ort the notion that an "ethos" that permeates 

legalistic departments has an effect on street-level behav-

ior. ADd to the extent that our regression analysis fails 

to capture the mechanisms by which police departments can 

inflUEnce the exercise of oft~cerst discretion, their effect 

is small or ~itigated by other factors. 

Conclusions --------
Taken together, these results tentatively suggest that 

organizational arrangements can affect the two forms of ag-

gressiv€ Fatrol that we have examined~ Departments that 

are, so far as we can determine, "legalistic," i~e.~ depart

ments that stress the crime control function and that struc-
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ture organizational incentives accordingly, effectively en-

courage their officers to patrol aggressively by makin~ sus-

pect stops and by making traffic stops~ In addition, the 

policy of deploying the patrol torce in two-officer units 

appears to encourage individual aggressiveness, although the 

net increment at aggressiveness (suspect stops per unit) may 

not be werth the cost. 

These results also indicate, however, that pressure to 

enforce traffic violations has a greater impact than does 

pressure te "produce" suspect sto~s. The folice administra-

tor interested in implementing an aggressive patrol strategy 

should be cognizant of his limitations: the disc.retionary 

nature of patrol work cannot be transformed. Moreover, such 

an approach to crime control is not without its costs. Any 

discussicn of aggressive patrol inclUdes a warning that 

stopping suspicious persons may have adverse conseguences 

for police-co~munity relations. fut neither should the 

costs of organizational change be ignored: the institution 

of an incentive system that offers sufficiantly attractive 

"carrotsU (o'r sufficiently large IIsticks") might necessitate 

financial outlays that many communities may be unwilling to 

bear. unfortunately, our analysis, as it is presently de-

signed, fails to identify the structural features that have 

the greatest impact on aggressiveness; neither does it indi

cate the point below which the organization's incentives 

cease to influence behavior~ These are the directions in 

which our 'subseguent analysis will turn» 
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Table 1 

Means or Variables in the Analysis 

Variable 

Suspect stops 

Traffic stops 

Ambition 

Ambition X legalistic department 

Morale 

Education 

Education X legalistic department 

Experience 

Experience X legalistic department 

Race 

Role orientation 

Role orientation X politically 
sensitive department 

Discretionary time 

Two-officer car 

Permanent assignment area (lO,OOOs) 

Contacts with supervisors 

Contacts with supervisors X legalistic 
department 

Uean 

1.98 

5.06 

0.79 

0.24 

0.46 

0.32 

0.09 

2.40 

0.64 

0.12 

0.33 

0.09 

0.67 

0.11 

5.79 

2.38 

0.72 
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Table 2. Regression Results 

Suspect stops Traffic stops 

Constant -2.68 -3.38 
{-2.24) (-1.80) 

Ambition -0.25 -0.43 
(-0.49) (-0.53) 

Ambition X legalistic department 2.15* 3.97* 
(2.73) (3.20) 

Morale 0.54** 0.25 
(1.53) (0.45) 

Education O.72b 0.17 
(1. 64) (0.25) 

Education X legalistic department -1.76a -0.20 
(-2.22) (-0.16) 

Experience -0.11* -0.12"(* 
(-1.811 (-1. 32) 

Experience X legalistic department -0.00 0.07 
(-0.03) (0.41) 

Race 0.79** -0.04 
(1.44) (-0.05) 

Role orientation 0.03 -0.00 
(0.06) (-0.01) 

Role orientation X politically -0.09 ~0.2l 
sensitive department (-0.12) (-0.18) 

Discretionary time 4.95* 8.71* 
(4.56) (5.12) 

Two-officer car 0.72** 0.75 
(1. 26) (0.84) 

Permanent assignment area (10,000) 0.02 0.15''; 
(0.62) (2.99) 

Contacts with supervisors 0.09 0.42** 
(0.42) (1. 32) 

Contacts with supervisors X legalistic -0.37** -0.89* 
departments (-1.26) (-1. 95) 

2 R .094 .122 

*p <. .05; one-tailed test ap < .05; two-tailed test 
**p(.lO; one-tailed test bp < .10; two-tailed test 

, it -d 
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